
Recitation Assignment 
 
Like the hobos by the railroad tracks, “saving” books by memorizing them, you, too will 
memorize a short SECTION of a book and recite it for the class.   

 
 

 

You may: 
Choose the book, within reason (see “Warnings” below).  Initially, I intended 
to have you memorize a part of Fahrenheit 451.  However, I think it’s much more 
in the spirit of the novel to use a book of your choice.  You do have limited time, 
so it may be easier to use Fahrenheit 451, and that’s fine.    
 
Choose the section, within reason (again, see “Warnings” below).  Obviously 
there are some sections of books that lend themselves to memorization and others 
that do not.   
 
Choose dialogue CAREFULLY, and only if you intend to “act,” giving each 
character different gestures and facial expressions.  There is a speech event called 
“Dramatic Interpretation” that this imitates and it might be a fun way to pursue 
the assignment. 
 You must: 

Memorize 250 words at a minimum.  This is approximately 2-3 meaty paragraphs.  You may 
memorize an additional 50 words (up to 300) for an additional 10 points of extra credit.   
 
Memorize a section that can stand alone meaningfully.  This means you should avoid ending 
in the middle of a sentence or a thought.   
 
Bring your passage to class on __________________ for my approval. 
 
Bring a clean typewritten copy of your passage to class on recitation day, _____________.  
As usual, please use the Times New Roman, 12 point font.  Make sure your name, class period 
and the date are in the upper right-hand corner.  You will not be permitted to recite if you do not 
bring your “script.”  If your script is handwritten, doodled on, crumpled or otherwise sloppy, 
you will lose 10 points. 
 
 

 
 
Warnings 
 
Do not choose texts that might be inappropriate for school.  By this, I am referring to sexually 
explicit material, or texts that overflow with obscene language.  Those texts can be quite worthwhile 
in other contexts, but will not work for this particular assignment.   
 
Choose religious texts carefully.  You may want to memorize a section of Torah, Bible or Qu’ran, 
and that is fine with me.  However, please be kind to each other in your choices—there are plenty of 
parts of those texts that some people might find insulting or degrading. Again, that does not invalidate 
the text, it simply means this isn’t the context for it.  
 
Do not choose childish or meaningless texts. The purpose of this assignment is to memorize a short 
excerpt of literature that you would want to preserve at all costs.  Chicka Chicka Boom Boom or One 
Fish, Two Fish, Red Fish, Blue Fish is probably not your best bet.   
 
 

  

 

These warnings will be controversial, 
given the message of Fahrenheit 451, but 
that’s life in Iowa City—and public 
schools for that matter. 


